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                    PEOPLE                
	
                    KNOWLEDGE                
	
                    TECHNOLOGY                


                        	            Security starts with being aware of your surrounding and Pollo gets

you aware.


                    

                
            Testimonials

            

            
                
                    “The future is digital and I trust Pollo to keep my modern world secure.”


                

                “Wherever I go, with Pollo I have my eyes on my belongings a click away.”


                “Pollo eliminates my worry of disaster and helps me focus on a better life.”
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OUR MISSION




Pollo is globally escalating in delivering video Surveillance, biometrics, Mechanical Security, Networking, Facial Recognition, and Audio & Visual Solutions. With innovation at the core of our business model, we strive to provide our customers with the best solutions in a competitive market. Customer satisfaction and fulfilling expectations are one of our topmost priorities. Through our team at Pollo, our focus is to keep at par with the latest market trends and bring forward the latest cutting-edge technology to our clientele. The dedication, set of skills, and vision that our workforce carries will guarantee that the best of your interests is at heart with Pollo.

                                       More about us
                                    


            

        


    
       
        
            
                               
              Quality



At Pollo there is no exception when it comes to quality control. We ensure that the highest standard of excellence is adhered to at all times. The company’s technical experience and knowledge is comparable to the largest security companies around the globe. We pride in ensuring that our experience, teamed with our professional staff, exceed client expectations in managing all their security requirements.
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              Ease of Support



Pollo believes in making customer experience as easy and manageable as possible. With simple access to people on our team, resources and programs, we hope expected results to be most effective. Apart for information around our social platforms, our operations include geographically dispersed team members who are available to provide technical support in local as well as international market for all your requirements and concern.
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              Strong R&D



At Pollo professional R&D engineers are employed for mechanical design and electron software. We realize that continuous innovation is the core competitive power of Pollo, Hence, accordingly, no less than 10% of our annual sales are invested in R&D annually to ensure our products always keep abreast with technological innovation.
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We cannot eliminate risk,

but we can surround it



We want to make our client’s lives easier, and safer. With cutting-

edge technology, we’re able to provide an incredible range of

products to protect what matters to you.

                                        Get in Touch
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                    Products

                    	Visual Surveillance
	Biometrics
	AI Network Switch
	Mechanical Security
	Electric Locks
	Cables


                

                
                    Pollo Pty Ltd
				Suite 401 55 Phillips St Parramatta NSW 2150, Australia.




		
                

                
                   
                    Contact
				E: [email protected]
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